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Override statute of limitations.
change.org/p/bill-cosby-override-statute-of-limitations

Started

21 November 2014

Petition to

Bill cosby

Why this petition matters

Started by Julia Trigila
Why have testimonies and prime witnesses if people can lie? Therefore if victims of crimes
are still alive and especially in the case of 15 woman publicly state that that Bill Cosby raped
them at any point in time, then they are still alive to testify and it should be taken as seriously
as anyone who speaks in any criminal case or trial. Why is it that the statute of limitations are
not allow in certain cases based on overwhelming testimonies? To say he's guilty is a jump
but to say these 15 woman are all lying is a big jump as well. This really needs to be
investigated further and not tossed out due to time so a possible serial rapist is free to
continue raping inncocent women.  Laws are too sepcific especially certain statues. If these
woman were lyign why didn't they come forward before the statute of limitations expired?
What does Janice Dickinson have to gain? This should not be let go of lightly. I feel a judge
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is in place to make the right legal decisions and I'm tired of hearing oh well, that's the law.I
know it's screwed up but we can't go against the law. Law have been broken and laws are
changed. As time goes on we have to update our stystem and we have to update so people
can't take advantage of it as well. 
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